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Table No. 1 















Table No. 3 
Estimates of the Three Functional Forms 
Equation Type Constant 
Term 
Estimated Adjust- F 













Semi-Log Production -2216.44 414.227 
Function. ( -9.030)* (11.700)* 
Log-Linear Production 2.127 .628 
Function. (5.105)* (10.459)* 
.909 120.434 2.06 
.919 136.900 2.10 













Log-Linear Production 2.887 .519 
Function. (53.89)* (67,185)* 
.997 3473.65 2.01 
.998 5860.61 2.04 
.998 4513.77 2.02 
Note:- Figures in the parentheses are the 
t ratios. 




Note; The figures in the parentheses are the 
t ratios. 
* Significant at the one percent level. 
** Significant at the two percent level, 






Factor Prices (in 1966-67) Used in the Computation of Cost 













The ex-Karachi Selling Price_of_a_45 Horsepower 
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